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The Obstacle of  Scale

Temporal – Do we manage for today’s needs…or for future needs?

Spatial – Do we manage stretches of  the river…or the basin as a whole?

Political – Do we manage at the county level…or at the state level?
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The Obstacle of  Scope
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The Complication
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Changing Perspective

Top-down

Difficult to parse 

organizational scale and scope

Difficult to distinguish between 

power and authority

Difficult to account for 

community perspectives
Bottom-up

Able to self-define relevant 

scope and scale

Able to see organizational impact 

regardless of  authority

Able to account for 

community perspectives
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“Fundamental units of collective action in

society…where actors interact with knowledge of one

another under a set of common understanding about the

purposes of the field, the relationships in the field, and

the field’s rules”1

1 Fligstein, N., & McAdam, D. (2011). Toward a general theory of  strategic action fields*. Sociological theory, 29(1), 1-26.

Strategic Action Fields
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Strategic Action Fields & River Management

Different fields connected only by the ‘river’ as the

subject of management; can be nested or overlap

Different fields = different objectives, priorities,

language, players, rules, etc.

SAF for water quantity

SAF for recreation

SAF for agricultural irrigation

SAF for flood control

SAF for riparian restoration

SAF for wildlife conservation
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Strategic Action Field: The Claim

Engaging separate strategic action fields mitigates concerns about

scope and scale, allows for a better understanding of inter-SAF

conflict, and ultimately helps anticipate future river management

conflict.
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The Strategy

Define and engage a specific SAF

The SAF describes their perspective of  river management

Compare different SAF’s descriptions

Anticipate conflict between SAFs and future conditions
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Defining the SAF

Incumbents: Those who 

current management/policy 

favors. Generally, majority of  

SAF

Challengers: Those who challenge 

current management/policy favors. 

Generally, minority of  SAF

Governance Unit: Oversees 

compliance with rules and 

facilitate system functioning

Fligstein, N., & McAdam, D. (2011). Toward a general theory of  strategic action fields*. Sociological theory, 29(1), 1-26.

The SAF is defined around a specific issue 

or cluster of  related issues. The more 

specific the issue, the better defined SAF.
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Engaging the SAF

Talley, J. L., Schneider, J., Lindquist, E. In process. A simplified approach to stakeholder engagement in natural resource management: The Five-Feature Framework. Target Journal: Ecology and Society.

Objective is to understand SAF’s perspective of  river management

Include marginalized groups and under-represented populations

Use methods that engage everybody; e.g. no written work if  persons are illiterate

The process is guided by you, but driven by them

Periodically reflect on the above; change direction if  not going well
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Describing River Management

Future Scenario 

Development
Power Mapping Expert Elicitation

- Discuss what can, will, & 

should  the future look like

- Time frame relevant to 

objective, ~20-30 years

- Organic discussion with 

little input

- Create list of  organizations 

and agents relevant to their 

SAF

- Visualize how organizations 

influence each other

- Visualize how power is 

distributed

- Participants have specific, 

expert knowledge of  local 

systems

- Discuss challenges SAF faces 

internally – i.e. how the SAF 

self-manages

- Discuss challenges SAF faces 

externally – i.e. how the SAF 

conflicts with other SAFs
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...Repeat

…with different SAFs. Let discussion develop organically with little input from 

researchers.
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The Upshot

The same organizations can have different roles and can be

different objectives from different SAF perspectives.

Bottom-up development of management systems allows

varying perspectives to define notable issues and power

roles.
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Example—Irrigated Farming SAF

- 12 participants. Farmers at 

various scales, irrigation 

suppliers, soil & water 

conservation districts.

- Objective: to understand how 

the SAF perceived irrigation 

management systems and 

future conflicts/obstacles 

with irrigated farming
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Example – Irrigated Farming SAF

Ranked utility companies high in 

power—contrasting traditional 

management maps

Robust link between irrigation 

practices, crop change, and varying 

climatic conditions

Farmers felt they had no means to 

influence, but were influenced 

constantly.
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Next steps – Irrigation Canal SAF

- Engage people turning valves, 

making decisions on which 

valves to turn, and those 

impacting the decision makers.

- Objective: to understand how 

the SAF perceived irrigation 

management systems and future 

conflicts/obstacles with 

irrigated farming
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The Take-Away

SAFs provide an innovative approach to 

river management by decoupling issues

Allowing each SAF to organically 

envision their management regime 

provides a robust view of  the river 

management system, writ large
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The Take-Away

Stakeholder engagement can help to 

imbue different perspectives and values 

in river management

Future scenarios, power-mapping, 

and expert elicitation can paint a 

picture of  the worldview that an 

SAF operates within
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The Take-Away

Analyzing multiple SAFs perspectives on 

the same resource (water) helps to 

illuminate and anticipate potential 

conflicts

SAFs provide a definitive methodology for 

identifying and representing stakeholders.
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In Conclusion

Complex river management requires 

innovative approaches. Bottom-up is useful 

because it engages citizens, respects different 

values, and provides unique perspectives on 

water management conflicts
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